
In a world full of conven-
tions and compromises, 
Stouby challenges the 
design agenda, bringing 
a new era to furniture 
design. Our designs are 
created in conjunction 
with the front runners 
from a new generation 
of designers; accordingly 
we set our very own stan-
dards for unique design 
combined with comfort 
and individuality. The 
ground-breaking looks yet 
classic styles are made to 
be used and admired over 
and over again. We take 
pride in our hand built 
craftsmanship and are 
continually striving to de-
velop new ways to crea-
te quality designs. Every 
single piece of furniture 
is designed thoughtfully 
right down to the smal-
lest detail. You can see, 
feel and experience this 
– even when you turn the 
furniture up-side-down.

Stouby Furniture A/S, Haremarksvej 7, DK-8723 Løsning, www.stouby.com



AYO
With its curvy smoothness and soft pad-
ded construction is created for absolute 
relaxation. The smooth curvy shapes and 
soft padding are contrasted elegantly by 
a functional design, contrasting seems 
and light wooden legs. Voluminous soft-
ness is cleverly combined with Scandi-
navian lightness in a smooth feminine 
design expression. AYO is inspired by 
the smooth shapes of stones from the 
beach, which are rounded by the waves 
and sea. 

Designer: Susanne Grønlund
Year of design: 2014

     Chair:   2-seater     3-seater    3,5-seater 
Length     109       171          200         233 
Depth       87         87               87           87 
Height       86         86               86           86 
Seat h       47         47               47           47 
Seat d       56         56               56           56

Footstool: 69x45x41



Length       70 
Depth       63 
Height       78 
Seat h       42 
Seat d       47 

Biloba
Biloba Loungechair has been inspired by the 
leaves from the Temple Tree - Ginko Biloba 
- and created from the ideologies of strength 
and unity. The design has been inspired by the 
unique shape of the leaves, which has given 
the chair its characteristic appearance.    Seat- 
and backcushions available in a free choice of 
leather or fabric. 

Designer: Acer Design 
Year of design: 2013



Interdane
Flexible armchair, which offers great comfort. 
The light construction creates a slight rocking 
when one sits in the chair. Interdane has an 
in-built footstool, which is easy to fold out and 
easy to fold in, giving extra back support. It is 
flexible, ergonomic and very comfortable.

Designer: Oluf Lund
Year of design: 1990

Length         57 
Depth         91 
Height       105 
Seat h         45 
Seat d         54 



Frost
The outside of Frost is made of casted foam 
and the inside of soft foam, which overall is 
covered with textile or leather. The legs are 
natural oak,  soap treated, lacquered or dark 
stained. This combination gives the chair at 
one time a classic look and a futuristic look. 
With its sculptural details and fi nished ele-
gance Frost is perfect with older design clas-
sics and modern furniture.

Designer: FurnID
Year of design: 2011

Length   73
Depth   68
Height   75
Seat d   48
Seat h   46



Frost XL
The outside of Frost is made of casted foam 
and the inside of soft foam, which overall is 
covered with textile or leather. The legs are 
natural oak,  soap treated, lacquered or dark 
stained. This combination gives the sofa at 
one time a classic look and a futuristic look. 
With its sculptural details and fi nished ele-
gance Frost is perfect with older design clas-
sics and modern furniture.

Designer: FurnID
Year of design: 2015

Length   138
Depth   68
Height   75
Seat d   48
Seat h   46



Concord with neck rest
Harmonic elegance and lightness are chara-
cteristics of the chair. Concord has a special 
frame structure, which supports the expres-
sion of the seat and gives the feeling that the 
chair more or less is drifting. The legs are 
in cast aluminum with high gloss polishedfi -
nish. Concord is available in both fabric and 
leather. The range also includes a footstool 
and tables and a low chair.

Designer: Thomas Pedersen
Year of design: 2013

Length           95      
Depth           79    
Height         111      
Seat h           41     
Seat d           48      



Concord low
Harmonic elegance and lightness are chara-
cteristics of the chair. Concord has a special 
frame structure, which supports the expres-
sion of the seat and gives the feeling that the 
chair more or less is drifting. The legs are 
in cast aluminum with high gloss polishedfi -
nish. Concord is available in both fabric and 
leather. The range also includes a footstool 
and tables and a low chair.

Designer: Thomas Pedersen
Year of design: 2011

   Chair 
low:   
Length          95      
Depth          79    
Height         98      
Seat h          38     
Seat d          48      



  Chair:    Chair:      Footstool:
 with tilt   without tilt
Length    95      95           71
Depth    79      79           41
Height    98      99           37/46
Seat h    38      41           37
Seat d    48      48           41

Concord
Harmonic elegance and lightness are characte-
ristics of the chair. Concord has a special frame 
structure, which supports the expression of the 
seat and gives the feeling that the chair more or 
less is drifting. The legs are in cast aluminum 
with high gloss polishedfi nish. Concord is avai-
lable in both fabric and leather. The range also 
includes a footstool and tables and a low chair.

Designer: Thomas Pedersen
Year of design: 2010



  Cirrus:    Cumulus:
Length    64       108
Depth    50         84
Height    47,5      42,5 / 47,5

Concord table
With inspiration from the Concord chair, the 
tabletops also have an organic form. The 
tabletops are constructed of high pressured 
laminate with a black core. The legs follows 
the tabletops shape and brings the design 
a sharp and streamlined look. The tables 
are available in two different sizes, both in 
black and white as standard, but can also 
be specified in a large range of different 
colours.

Designer: Thomas Pedersen
Year of design: 2010



Mirage
Mirage is a module based lounge sofa in 
a confident timeless design. It exists in 4 
different modules, which can be combined 
in numerous ways to suit the individual.  
Mirage is characterised by round organic 
shapes with tight formal qualities. It is 
supplied in fabric and / or leather which 
can be combined for a unique effect. Mira 
ge comes with aluminium legs or oak legs 
which can be treated in a variety of ways 
such as a soap treatment, oil or lacquer.

Designer: Thomas Pedersen
Year of design: 2012 
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Heigh: 71  -  Seat depth: 57  -  Seat height: 42



V11
V11 – The classic collection of furniture 
from Illum Wikkelsø consists of a sofa, 
an armchair and a footstool, beautifully 
detailed in a timeless design. V11 is cha-
racterised by its straight lines, beautiful 
curves and elegant rounded edges. The 
proportion of the sofa is long with a deep 
seat and a low back rest. V11 is supplied 
in selected textiles or full grain leather with 
legs in solid oak. 

Designer: Illum Wikkelsø
Year of design: 1965 

     3-seater   chair      footstool 
Length       230       88          65 
Depth        80       93               48
Height        75       89          34 
Seat h        60       52 
Seat d        44       44 



Wide
Wide is a series of lounge furniture with 
a tight design structure placed on a light 
steel frame. The seat and the back rest are 
produced in foam. It has a unique detail on 
the back in the form of oversized zip – this 
makes Wide the ideal free standing sofa. 
Wide is supplied in fabric, leather and 
microfibre as a chair, a two seater or a three  
seater sofa.

Designer: Tom Stepp
Year of design: 2003 

     Chair:   2,5-seater     3-seater 
Length       87        175            200 
Depth       87         87                 87 
Height       87         87                 87 
Seat h       46         46                 46 
Seat d       50         50                 50



Wigwam
Wigwam is a stunning and generously uphol-
stered chair providing excellent sitting com-
fort and posture. The cosy cushions give a 
feeling of oppulance, with clean fresh lines 
always maintaining a sharp look. Both the 
back and seatcushions are created from cold 
foam and down, a combination which gives a 
truly relaxing experience. With it’s sculptural 
detail, charming forms and a slightly recum-
bent look, Wigwam is a highly durable piece 
of furniture which can be used anywhere, 
from the lounge in private homes to waiting 
areas in hotels and airports. Wigwam comes 
with a swivel plinth in brushed steel. 

Designer: Tom Stepp
Year of design: 2009 

     Chair   High  Footstool 
Length       80     80     60
Depth       76     76     47
Height       88   110     43
Seat h       43     43     43
Seat d       44     44     43



Cubo
Cubo is a series of lounge furniture made 
with fi xed upholstery. Cubo has a classic 
and dynamic profi le with an upholstered 
ditch, which separates seat and back vi-
sually. They’re almost like small cubistic 
sculptures - soft and inviting. The cushions 
are made in profi le-cut cold foam and with 
pocket springs. Cubo is available in fabric or 
leather and with a choice of different legs for 
both chair and sofas.

Designer: Hans Thyge
Year of design: 2003

Chair 2-seater 3-seater
Length   83    141    181
Depth   69     69     69
Height   75     75     75
Seat d   54     54     54
Seat h   43     43     43



Hang on
Hang On is a simple and elegant lounge 
chair with a core mounted on a matt stain-
less steel frame. The chair is very light but 
remains solid and long lasting. It has built-in 
back support and comes in a free choice of 
leat-her, fabric or microfi bre.

Designer: John Sebastian 
Year of design: 2002

     Chair:  
Length       75 
Depth       74 
Height       72 
Seat h       45 
Seat d       50 



In Low
The elegant and functional shape provides 
two different seat heights and a wide selec-
tion of layouts when multiple units are lined 
up in a row. The In Low comes with stain-
less steel legs and a cool little design fea-
ture where the legs elevate the cushions. 
The inside has pocket springs and cold foam 
for that long-lasting comfort and it comes in 
either fabric or microfi bre.

Designer: John Sebastian
Year of design: 2001

 Footstool:
Length     95  
Depth     95      
Height   46/36      



Boat
This easychair with a complete upholste-
red frame is available in fabric, leather or 
microfi bre. Boat has a moulded frame and 
a coldfoam seat with a pocket-spring core. 
Boat is always supplied with stainless steel 
legs. As an extra design feature you can 
order this chair with a couture stitching with 
a minor surcharge.

Designer: Jacob Berg
Year of design: 2004

       Chair:    Couture: 
Length         72 
Depth         78 
Height         72 
Seat h         55 
Seat d         44 



Ram
Ram chair and footstool are available in fa-
bric or leather, with or without neck- rest, i.e. 
“the horn of the ram”. The seating upholstery 
is cold foam with pocket springs and Ram is 
available in brushed stainless steel. Ram has 
a strong personality and a unique charisma.

Designer: Anders Nørgaard
Year of design: 2007

 Low chair:       High chair:
Length     72             90
Depth     81             83
Height     73             80
Seat h     41             41
Seat d     52             50    



Gemini
Gemini is a series of sofas made with up-
holstered seat and back. Gemini is available 
with slim aluminium legs, with square  legs 
in brushed steel, with round legs in beech or 
now also with steel bars.

Designer: Verner Østergaard
Year of design: 2002 

Chair 2-seater 2 1/2-seater 3-seater
Length   105    159    180    220
Depth     84     84     84     84
Height     80     80     80     80
Seat d     55     55     55     55
Seat h     44     44     44     44

(more sizes available)



Metropole
Design, functionality and the possibility 
to choose ones own style have been the 
parameters for our customers’ interest in 
Metropole. The sofa consists of a range of 
modules and can be combined with diffe-
rent corner sections, lounges, armrests, 
legs and armcushions; all according to 
personal preference. Metropole can be de-
livered in fabric or in leather. There are a 
number of combinations, so do not hesita-
te to contact us, if you have any questions 
as to how to design your sofa.

Designer: Verner Østergaard
Year of design: 2004

(Ask for separate fl yer on sizes)


